Knock On Wood - Seal
(Key of E, 116 BPM) – rev 10/14/10

Intro All-(E ,G) (,A ) (B ,D) (,B )

V1 “I don't want to lose the good thing...”
(A7)-4X (E7)-4X (A7)-4X

Pre-C “It’s like thunder (thunder), lightning (lightning)...”
[(E7) (A7)]-2X

C “...I better knock (I better knock) on wood...”
(E7,,,) (E ,G) (,A ) (B ,D) (,B )

V2 (same) “I’m not superstitious about you...”

Pre-C “It’s like thunder (thunder), it’s like lightning (lightning)...”
[(E7) (A7)]-2X

C “...I better knock (I better knock) on wood...”
(E7,,,) (E ,G) (,A ) (B ,D) (,B,A,G,)

B All-(F#7) (G#7) (A7) (C7-C7, B7-B7,)(rest)

V3 “It’s no secret...”
(A7)-4X (E7)-3X (E7 F#7 G7 G#7) (A7)-4X

Pre-C (same) “It’s like thunder (thunder), lightning...”

C “...I better knock (I better knock) on wood...”
(E7,,,) (E ,G) (,A ) (B ,D) (,B )

Outro “...I better knock, knock, knock on wood (ad lib)...” 3X
{[(E7) (A7)]-3X (E7 Bb7 A7 Ab7) (G7 Gb7 F7 F7)}-2X
{[(E7) (A7)]-3X (E7 Bb7 A7 Ab7) (G7 Gb7 F7 F7-E7)}
(End: bass plays 16ths w/ horns: B-D-E-G-E - start on 'and' of 3, end on 'and' of 4)